Do you have a video-capable phone or camera? Please share **photos & short video shots** which we can include in OSCEdays blogs and videos!

Here are a few ideas to get you started, try to grab some 15-second shots like this!

Someone learning, or trying something new for the first time

A wide shot of activities in the event space

Something that people are building

Something unique to your town, that can’t be found anywhere else!

Participants waving, greeting the camera in their local language

Upload to your town/city’s photo+video folder here

By uploading files to this folder, you agree that they will be licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Sharealike license (creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa)

With so many different cities and photographers, it will be hard to ensure that the creators of each shot are attributed properly - to make this easier, there are three different ways you can attribute your videos and images - choose whichever is best for you:

1) edit the filename of your photo/video - eg: DSC1378.mov becomes DSC1378_YourName.mov
2) create a text file (txt, rtf, doc, or docx) with a note saying: Videos numbered DSC1394.mov to DSC1491.mov were made by Your Name and upload this to your city’s folder with your files.
3) put all your photos/videos in a folder on your computer, compress/zip the folder, and name it: ‘YourName_Media’

We will try to find out the original media creator, but if not impossible, use of the images/videos will be attributed as: ‘CC-BY-SA OSCEdays Your City’

http://is.gd/OSCEdays_Media